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GULF COAST:  WE HAVE A PROBLEM
Just recently, the Cordage Institute was asked what

could be done to keep substandard products from being
imported and sold. This problem is not only in the
marketplace, but it is a safety issue. Most of us in the Rope
and Cordage industry are painfully aware of accidents that
cause damage, injury and even death when a fiber rope
breaks. We strive to educate the users of rope to be aware
of the break strength and safety factors, as well as the
operational requirements. Most of the line handlers do not
see the specifications on a rope. Their supervisor either
tells them or they know from experience.

After seeing the pictures of the specific product in
question, we requested a section long enough to test, in
accordance with CI 1500, Standard Test Methods for Fiber
Rope. The outward appearance was identical to any 2”
diameter 3-strand polypropylene rope with two yellow and
one black strand. The difference was in the core of each
strand. The material in the core was a blue non-woven
fabric. This material had very little strength and minimal
elongation. The core material did not contribute to the
strength of the product.

To determine the linear density, a section was
tensioned to 50d2 and a 3-foot section was marked and cut
from the section and weighed. The linear density was 39.4
pounds per 100 feet. This was 57% of the 69 pounds per
100 feet in CI 1301, Standard for Polypropylene Fiber Rope,
3 and 8-Strand Constructions. The measured diameter was
1.75 inches, which is typical for this type of rope. The
balance of the sample was to have a 24 inch eye spliced in
each end. We used a 4,5,6 taper which is a very efficient
splice. Since we did not know the published break strength,
it was decided to test using CI 1301 as a basis.

In most cases, it is preferable to cycle the test
specimen prior to pulling to destruction. This cycling allows
the fibers disturbed in the splice operation to reorient them
and thus share the load equally. CI 1500 provides two
choices - 20% and 50% on the rated break strength. The
low load is usually the reference load. Using CI 1301 break
strength of 46,800 pounds x 20% = 9,360 pounds for ten
cycles. The stretch at the 1st cycle was 16.2% and the

stretch at the 10th cycle was 18.4%. This is excessive for a
polypropylene fiber rope. Cycling and pull to destruction was
at a pull rate of 19 inches/minute. As the load increased, the
non-woven material compacted and pulled apart into 4 inch
lengths. This allowed the polypropylene outer wrap to collapse,
thus extending the lay length to almost parallel.

The maximum load achieved was 14,115 pounds.
Then, the fibers started to creep, lowering the load to 13,389
pounds when two of the yellow strands broke at the last tuck
on the moving end. Total stretch was 28.8%. That is almost 2
times the normal stretch for polypropylene fiber rope.

The Cordage Institute occasionally receives calls
regarding products that are below its standards. Any
manufacturer may produce a product to their own standards,
as long as it does not state it meets Cordage Institute
Standards. We are not in the policing business and do not get
involved. Our purpose is to promote quality products and safe
practices.

This product in question has the outward appearance
of a standard product used by the tug and barge industry for
several years. While the deck hands probably do not know
the break strength, they know for which application certain
ropes are used. By using a product that has the size and
appearance of a certain rope, but only 30% of the strength,
they are at serious risk.

Visit us online at:
www.ropecord.com

to order or learn more about
Cordage Institute Standards

& Guidelines
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                      WALTER PAUL, PH.D
       CONSULTING IN DESIGN AND USE OF

    FIBER ROPE   WIRE ROPE
    E-M AND E-O-M CABLE        REINFORCED RUBBER HOSE

                                  ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
                                          EXPERT WITNESS

    170 Siders Pond Road                Phone/Fax: 508-540-4697
    Falmouth MA 02540                E-Mail:  wpaul@cape.com

IMPORTANT
EVENTS

Cordage Institute Winter Technical Meeting
January 9-10, 2007

Embassy Suites - Philadelphia International Airport Hotel

Cordage Institute 2007 Annual Conference
May 16-19, 2007

Hyatt Grand Champions
Indian Wells, CA

MEET THE NEW
BOARD MEMBERS

Below is a brief introduction to the two new Board
members recently elected to the Cordage Institute Board.

Steve Swiackey, President
Samson Rope
Technologies
Steve Swiackey has
previously served on the
Board and was President of
the Cordage Institute on two
separate occasions. He joined
Samson in 1972 and has
served as its President since
1986. Steve is a graduate of
Northeastern University in
Industrial Engineering. He
resides in Bellingham, WA
with his wife, Barbara.

NEW RESELLER MEMBER OF THE
CORDAGE INSTITUTE

West Marine Products, Inc.
Contact: Chuck Hawley

500 Westridge Drive
Watsonville, CA 95076

Phone: (831) 728-2700; Fax: (831) 728-2730
E-mail: cuckh@westmarine.com

Web: www.westmarine.com
Products: Prespliced Anchor and Docklines, Bulk

Nylon, Polyester, PP and High Tech Line

Rich Miller,
Vice-President,
North and South America
Commercial Marine
DSM Dyneema
Rich Miller has worked with
DSM for over nine years in
Technical Development and
Sales & Marketing
Management for different
divisions including: 
Composites, Coatings and
now Dyneema. He is a

native of Canton, Ohio and now resides in Charlotte, NC
with his wife and daughter.
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HOOVEN ALLISON, LLC
An investment group, The NAFTA Fund,  completed

the purchase of all assets of Fibrex, LLC, F/k/a Wellington
Cordage, LLC at the beginning of last summer. Hooven
Allison, LLC is the name of the newly formed company. Mr.
Lyle F. Kelliher has been appointed CEO.

Hooven Allison has been known for 137 years as a
high quality supplier of rope and twine to the commercial,
industrial, and OEM markets. Hooven Allison will offer a
complete line of synthetic twisted and braided ropes and
twines. The corporate office and distribution center will be
located in Madison, Georgia.

Mr. Kelliher states, “It is our goal to reestablish
ourselves as a reliable supplier. We are going to place the
difficulties of the former company behind us and focus our
attention to the needs of our customers.” Currently, Hooven
Allison is expediting materials to their production facility in
Merida, Mexico in order to bring their entire backlog into a
current position. Mr. Kelliher says, “We have a very capable
management team in place to accomplish this goal.”

Mr. Kelliher has been in the cordage industry 25 +
years and was the previous CEO of Hooven Allison. He may
be contacted by phone at 706-343-1679, by fax at 706-343-
1728 or by e-mail at lfkelliher@hoovenallisonllc.com.

REMEMBERING RITA AND KATRINA
A little over a year ago, Hurricanes Rita and Katrina

destroyed 113 offshore oil and gas platforms in the Gulf of
Mexico, according to the Minerals Management Service
(MMS). The storms also damaged 457 offshore pipelines
which transport oil and gas to shore. This was up significantly
over the 183 pipelines identified last January. Of the 113
platforms destroyed, four have been approved by the MMS
for replacement. They will take the place of eight platforms
destroyed , representing 16,700 barrels per day of pre-storm
production. With about one-fifth of the Gulf’s production
offline at the beginning of hurricane season, the lack of storms
this season is welcome, after predictions of a very active
season. Ocean News & Technology, September/October
2006 NEW ROPE MANUFACTURER

FORMED IN US
Yale Cordage has announced the formation of Yale

Rope Technologies, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary. The new
company has acquired the assets of North Carolina-based
Wall Rope, which will continue manufacturing products, while
sales and administration functions will be shifted to Yale
Cordage’s Saco, ME facility.

Tom Yale, president of Yale Cordage, said, “We are
very excited about the opportunities this acquisition presents,
combining the talents, traditions, technology, and production
capacity of these two great companies. Together, the two
companies have more than 235 years of rope-making history.”

The combined enterprise will continue to produce
traditional rope products, as well as today’s most advanced
fiber ropes, to a broad spectrum of markets. The companies
currently service the power utility, oceanographic, recreational
marine, arborist, oil production, paper and timber-harvesting
industries. IBI, October 18, 2006

SHELL UNVEILS PLANS FOR ULTRA
DEEPWATER GULF OF MEXICO

PROJECT
Shell Offshore announced plans to develop the Great

White, Tobago and Silvertip fields via Perdido Regional
Development host, located in Alaminos Canyon, offshore Gulf
of Mexico, approximately 200 miles south of Freeport, TX.
Moored in about 8,000 feet of water, the regional DVA (direct
vertical access) spar will be the deepest spar production facility
in the world. First production from Perdido is expected around
the turn of the decade, with the facility capable of handling
130,000 boe/d.

The concept of regional development includes a
common processing hub in Alaminos Canyon Block 857 near
the Great White discovery that incorporates drilling capacity
and functionality to gather, process and export production
within a 30-mile radius of the facility. This concept will provide
regional synergies, reduced cost and lower risk. This regional
concept will also reduce the number and size of the facilities
and operations in this challenging frontier area, resulting in
lower environmental impact than would otherwise be
achieved.

“The Perdido Foldbelt is remote and is located in ultra
deep waters from about 7,500 – 10,000 feet, with rugged
seafloor terrain,” explained Marvin Odum, Executive Vice
President, EP Americas. “This geologic setting is different
from what has been previously produced in the Gulf of Mexico

and will establish the first production from the Lower Tertiary
(Paleogene) play in the Gulf of Mexico. Shell has been a leader
in the opening of this play, starting with exploration in the
1990’s, and is proud to be at the cutting edge of development
and production. To accomplish this record-breaking feat, we
will apply cutting-edge technology, engineering expertise and
industry leadership.”

Shell was at the forefront of opening up the Lower
Tertiary play in the western deepwater Gulf of Mexico with
the Great White discovery in Alaminos Canyon and will be
the first to bring production from this area to market. Shell, as
operator, commenced exploratory drilling operations on March
6, 2002, in 8,009 feet of water. The well reached its final total
depth on May 18, 2002. The original well was drilled to a true
vertical depth of 14,405 feet. An appraisal well was drilled to
a true depth vertical depth of 15,035 feet in 2002. Shell has
drilled a total of five wells at Great White, with the most recent
spud occurring in March 2004. Rigzon.com, 10/26/2006
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KNOTTY HEAD, PONY THOUGHT TO
BE ONE LARGE OIL RESERVOIR

Some industry observers believe the Nexen-operated
Knotty Head discovery and the Hess-operated Pony discovery
are part of a single reservoir that could rival the largest finds
in the Gulf of Mexico’s prolific Green Canyon area.

“We anticipate that it will be all part of the same
reservoir,” said Bob Daniels, senior vice-president of
Exploration and production for E&P independent Anadarko
Petroleum, a 25% stakeholder in Knotty Head. Neither side
has exchanged the necessary geological data to confirm the
reservoir linkage. However, “we do have the opportunity in
the future to trade data,” Daniels told industry analysts in a
July conference call.

Green Canyon already has produced such titan
discoveries as Tahiti, Atlantis, Mad Dog, and Holstein. So, if it
can be Knotty Head and Pony share the same reservoir, a
large standalone development could be in the making, based
on the limited well results thus far released by the owners.

Located on Green Canyon Block 512 and just south
of Pony on Green Canyon Block 468, Knotty Head alone is
shaping up into a major field, with an appraisal well encountering
around 600 feet of oil sands, double what was uncovered by
the initial discovery well. That would rank Knotty Head in the
top tier of deepwater discoveries in the Gulf of Mexico based
on pay thickness.

Owners hyped Knotty Head as a potentially “world
class” prospect, with pre-drill reserve estimates ranging from
350 million to 1 billion barrels of oil equivalent, truly an elephant
by Gulf of Mexico standards. In comparison, BP’s Thunder
Horse field in Mississippi Canyon is the largest field ever
discovered in the U.S. Gulf with roughly 1 billion barrels of
recoverable resource.

Knotty Head also is believed to be the deepest
hydrocarbon discovery to date in the Gulf of Mexico. The
prospect is located in water depths of about 3,500 feet, with
the initial wellbore drilled to a total depth of more than 34,000
feet. Chevron owns a 25% interest in the Knotty Head
prospect. Anadarko, Canada’s Nexen Petroleum Offshore
USA and Australia’s BHP Billiton each hold a 25% stake in
the prospect. Chevron operates the wells and Nexen operates
the prospect.
Offshore Source Oil & Gas News, September 2006

THE “GRAYING” COAST GUARD
By: David Kraph, WorkBoat Online Editor

The Coast Guard is worn out. An aging fleet of vessels
and aircraft is affecting the agency’s ability to fulfill all of its
missions. According to a recent report from the Department
of Homeland Security’s Inspector General’s office, the Coast
Guard is within 4% of its projected maximum level of resource
hours. In other words, the Coast Guard will not be able to
increase the number of hours it patrols, performs search and
rescue, etc. without more aircraft, cutters, and boats.

Despite this, the Coast Guard has done a credible job
over the last few years by increasing the number of hours
spent on various missions, including security. Because of its
limited assets, the agency must take people and resources
away from other missions in order to respond to a crisis. That
was the case when Hurricane Katrina struck the Gulf Coast
last year. What’s needed is for Congress to step up to the
plate and get the Integrated Deepwater System program back
in gear and for the Coast Guard to address some of the internal
problems managing Deepwater, the Inspector General’s report
said. The Deepwater program needs to be accelerated to a
15-year timeline from a 25-year schedule. That won’t happen
unless Congress approves the necessary funding, which fell
short in the 2007 Coast Guard spending bill.

You can read more about the report in the November
issue of WorkBoat. WorkBoat.com, October 19, 2006

DYNEEMA® VERSUS STEEL WIRE:
DEEPER, STRONGER, TOUGHER

Deep-sea installation of sub-sea hardware projects
now have a high technology alternative to traditional steel wire
rope that offers a significantly longer lifespan, lighter weight
and greater safety.

A company press release states: “Rope made with
super-strong Dyneema® fiber from DSM has been shown to
outperform steel wire rope when used to place heavy
equipment at extreme ocean depths greater than 3km. Testing
by TMT Technologies in Huntington Beach, CA showed that
an 80mm rope made with Dyneema®, the world’s strongest
fiber, withstood more than twice the number of bend cycles
of steel wire (number of bend cycles where 50% of steel
wire is disregarded).”

In addition, the DSM Dyneema test rope, which also
contained quantities of GoreTM OmnibendTM fiber from W.L.
Gore and Associates and a proprietary coating, is less than 15
percent of the weight of steel wire. This property makes it
possible to install heavy loads in water depths that heavier
steel wire, which can fail under its own weight, cannot reach.

Based on these spectacular results, according to the
press release, any application where a steel wire rope runs
over a sheave or winch is now a potential target for

replacement by a rope made with Dyneema®. This innovative
product is especially well suited to applications where safety,
durability and weight are becoming a major concern, including
ultra-high cranes, mining cables, transport cables and lifting
cables. Ropes made with Dyneema® and GoreTM OmnibendTM

fiber will be offered to the market by selected ropemakers.
Wire Rope News & Sling Technology, August 2006
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Knots & Notes
SAMSON ROUNDS OUT R&D TEAM

WITH TWO NEW ADDITIONS
Samson announces the addition of Howard Wright

and Dr. Liangfeng (Tom) Sun to their Research and
Development team.

Mr. Wright joins Samson as an Application Engineer.
He brings with him years of experience in rope sales,
marketing and product development, as well as a keen
familiarity with cordage and its applications. His focus will
be on arborist, logging, utility and other applications that
replace wire rope with Samson’s high performance products.

Samson has hired Dr. Sun as a Senior Research
Engineer. After completing his Ph.D. degree in chemical
engineering studying polymer composites, Dr. Sun became
a postdoctoral researcher at Louisiana State University,
studying polymeric materials, science and nanotechnology.
In addition to his doctoral degree, he holds a master’s in
chemical engineering, chemistry, and computer science. Dr.
Sun’s focus will be on long term, in-depth R&D projects that
will revolutionize the cordage industry.
News Release, Nov. 6, 2006

SAMSON ANNOUNCES STRONGER
AMSTELL II PLUS

Amsteel II Plus is a Samson double braided rope that
is 25% stronger then Amsteel II, provides greater lifting capacity
and a lighter weight that makes it much easier to use. The
higher strength is produced by a braided Dyneema® SK-75
fiber core. Amsteel II now provides two options: (1) keep the
same diameter and length on a winch with 25% more strength
or (2) decrease the diameter of the rope they normally use and
add length for the same strength. It is an excellent alternative
to wire rope. Randy Nulle, Sale Director said, “Amsteel II Plus
will provide increased lifting capacity with lighter weight and
easier handling plus the best of both worlds: Same length and
diameter with added strength or the same strength with more
length on the winch.” News Release, October 28, 2006

THE WORLD’S DEEPEST SALVAGE OPERATION
A cache of rubies was retrieved from a British ship

laden with gold and jewels that sank to a depth of 3,048 meters.
The SS Persia was torpedoed by a German U-boat while car-
rying a maharajah’s treasure across the Mediterranean. Deep
Tek, a British firm, found the wreck and used robotic machin-
ery to cut into its strong room and retrieve part of its cargo.
Until now it has been almost impossible to work remotely at
such depths because the steel cables needed to suspend ma-
chinery become too heavy beyond a certain length. The British
firm, however, commissioned a special rope of synthetic fibers
that is as strong as steel but slightly buoyant. The company
also designed a winch that could let out the rope and wrap
power and video cables around it. MTS Currents, September/
October 2006, Vol. 29, #5

TUGS & LINES
Contributed by: Benjamin R. Biyo

Whatever the job, be it towing or mooring, the pilot
must choose the best crew and the right equipment, particularly
the rope that will be used. Countless accidents have happened
because of the wrong choice of rope or its misuse.

Like the pilot, the rope must be top-notch and proven.
Several quality assurance bodies such as Lloyds, Cordage
Institute and the Marina are among those who certify as to
quality of cordage products. Nylon and Polypropylene are the
favored types of material for towing. There is much to be done
to succeed in the towing business. But it all starts with a great
pilot and the best rope available.
Excerpt from “The Marker”, a publication of Manila
Cordage Company, First Semester 2006 – Vol. XXXV

DSM DYNEEMA FILLS KEY
APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT POSITION

DSM Dyneema has added a new member to its
growing Commercial Marine Team: Bill Fronzaglia.

Due to the increased demand for high performance
synthetic rope, nets and slings in  the Americas marketplace,
it was instrumental to have more of a local technical service
and operational team focused on meeting the increased needs
of the customers and end users.

Bill Fronzaglia is appointed an Application
Development and Technical Service Manager for the
Americas marketplace. Mr. Fronzaglia will be responsible
for technical service for the Americas customer base and
execution of DSM Dyneema’s focus in several key
Commercial Marine Segments.

Mr. Fronzaglia comes to DSM Dyneema with over
18 years of experience in Mechanical & Petroleum
Engineering and brings a broad knowledge of wire and
synthetic ropes to the position. Bill will report to Richard Miller,
VP of Commercial Marine for the Americas, and will be based
out of Stanley, NC.
News Release, October 18, 2006
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One Stop Fiber Rope Source
• Reels • Cut Lengths • Fabrications
•Coatings • Splicing • Terminations

• Encapsulations • Hardware and Fittings
• Rope Inspection • Design and

Engineering
New Advanced Test Facilities

ASTM Certified to 707,000 lbs.
• CI 1500 Testing • Tension-Tension

Cycling
• Computer Data Generation
• Special Testing Protocols

Southwest Ocean Services, Inc.
5718 Armour Dr., Houston, TX 77020

Tel: 713-671-9101 • Fax: 713-671-2515
E-mail: dave@swos.net
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The ropecordNEWS is published by the
Cordage Institute. The Cordage Institute is a trade
association serving the interests of the rope, cordage,
twine, netting and allied industries. The Cordage Institute
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Contribution and comments are always
welcome. Rates for advertising are available from the
Institute:

Cordage Institute Headquarters:
Robert H. Ecker, Executive Director
994 Old Eagle School Road, Suite 1019
Wayne, PA 19087-1866
Tel: 610-971-4854 - Fax: 610-971-4859
E-mail: info@ropecord.com
Internet: www.ropecord.com
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